Chapter: 3214
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Yang Ning was obviously also frightened by An Tianxiang’s sudden
concern. She sat up quickly, looked at An Tianxiang suspiciously,
waved her hand quickly, and got out of the car in a hurry.
“No, no, I’m late for the party, so I’ll go first, Mr. An, bye!”
In order to prove that he was in high spirits, Yang Ning was very lively,
the fake smile on his face looked stiff and ugly, An Tianxiang looked
sullen, watched her perfunctory expression, and wanted to stop her,
however, Yang Ning had already run away.
Panting from the outside of the hotel to the inside, Yang Ning’s heart
was still restless. She recalled An Tianxiang’s strange demeanor in the
car, and she might have more speculations in her heart.
Is An Tianxiang testing her or warning her?
All the way from the elevator door to the box door thoughtfully, Yang
Ning never figured out this problem.
So, she had no choice but to open the box door absentmindedly, to
pack up and prepare for the celebration banquet.
“I wish “Peerless Beauty” to watch Changhong!”
As soon as Yang Ning opened the door, fireworks all over the sky
suddenly fell from the sky, and the sound of the salute resounded in
her ears. She looked around at the people standing in the aisle, and the
happy expressions on everyone’s faces seemed to be waiting for her.
“Hey, our hero is finally here!”
Director Hou, who was standing by the door, saw Yang Ning finally
coming, and greeted him with a very happy expression, the wrinkles on
his face squeezed to the end of his eyes with a smile.
It seems that the fire of “Peerless Beauty” has made him famous again.
“Yang Ning is here, and everyone is here, hurry up and take your seat!”
Director Hou changed his usual serious appearance and greeted
everyone to take their seats.
The flattered Yang Ning still didn’t react. She patted her face, calmed
down, glanced at the people who surrounded her and shouted
congratulations, and finally found a familiar shadow – Chi Fang.
A few people apart, the two seemed to have a sense of feeling, they
smiled at each other, pulled two adjacent chairs and sat together.
The voices in his ears were noisy, the crowd was shaking, and Yang
Ning, who was chatting with Chi Fang, casually glanced at the people
passing by, and happened to notice Lin Keke in a white dress with
sharp eyes.
She was about to say hello to Lin Keke who was approaching, but she
didn’t know she didn’t see her, her eyes went straight across Yang
Ning’s face and sat diagonally opposite her.
Lin Keke’s behavior obviously puzzled Yang Ning. She turned her head
to look at Chi Fang, pursed her lips, and asked in confusion, “What’s
the matter, aren’t we okay when we were filming?”
Hearing this, Chi Fang glanced at Yang Ning strangely, shook his head,
and glanced at Lin Keke who had been silent on the opposite side:
“Don’t you go online, the drama “Peerless Beauty” only made you
popular, Those people on the Internet compare you to her and devalue
her as worthless, so whoever meets this is not angry.”
Chi Fang’s words made sense, but Yang Ning was dumbfounded for a
while.
The plastic sisters in the entertainment industry spend so much money,
and they are inseparable from the public opinion of these third parties.
Fortunately, Yang Ning doesn’t mind these things very much. The
relationship is random, and the friendship is the same for her.
After a while, the three tables of the crew were basically all there, and
there were still some vacant seats. I heard that they were prepared for
investors.
As soon as he heard this, Yang Ning knew why An Tianxiang knew she
was coming here. He was the biggest boss of “Peerless Beauty”.
It’s just that this kind of small dinner, even if his big boss knew about
it, he wouldn’t come no matter what.
“Okay, now that everyone is here, we are going to start the first act of
today’s celebration banquet, the New Year’s opening dance! Everyone
said, who can do this dance best!”
The atmosphere at the scene was a bit warm. As soon as the waiter
finished speaking, everyone kept booing and shouting various names.
However, the names of Yang Ning and Yang Qingfeng were the
loudest.
Yang Qingfeng was not involved in the play “Peerless Beauty”. He was
invited because he was an artist of Tianhua, and this celebration was in
the name of Director Hou, but it was Tianhua. organized.

